304	MACHINE   DESIGN.
This transforms into:
Total friction work at. both pulleys due to slippage in footpounds per minute
2
Summing these three losses (a), (b}, and (c) in foot-pounds per minute, subtracting them from PV and dividing the result by PV will give the efficiency of the drive.
175. Problem.—A single-acting pump has a plunger 8 inches = 0.667 foot in diameter, whose stroke lias a constant length of 10 inches =0.833 foot. The number of strokes per minute is 50. The plunger is actuated by a crank, and the crank-shaft is connected by spur-gears to a pulley-shaft, the ratio of gears being such that the pulley-shaft runs 300 revolutions per minute. The pulley which receives the power from the line-shaft is 18 inches in diameter. The pressure in the delivery pipe is loolbs. per square inch. The line-shaft runs 150 revolutions per minute, and its axis is at a distance of 12 feet from the axis of the pulley-shaft.
Since the line-shaft runs half as fast as the pulley-shaft, the diameter of the pulley on the line-shaft must be twice as great as that on the pulley-shaft, or 36 inches. The work to be done per minute, neglecting the friction in the machine, is equal to the number of pounds of water pumped per minute multiplied by the head in feet against which it is pumped. The number of cubic feet of water per minute, neglecting "slip," equals the displacement of the plunger in cubic feet multiplied by the
number of strokes per minute      *    ;     ' Xo.833X50- 14.55,
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and therefore the number of pounds of water pumped per minute = 14.55X62.4 = 908. One foot vertical height or "head" of water corresponds to a pressure of 0.433 Ib. per square inch, and therefore 100 Ibs. per square inch corresponds to a "head"

